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What can we bring home?

A rich image of Protected Areas in the World



- Learn how to live with natural landscape changes:

• prevention of natural disasters

• adaptation to variations

• recovery of damages, with natural techniques
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- Look for the underlying causes

- Water collecting, protecting, coping and reasonable use

- Blue, green, virtual water

What can we bring home?

- Importance and sustainable management of healthy soils

-Soil erosion is a natural process, but its natural rate is strongly influenced 
by human activity (and CC will add its influence)



What can we bring home?

- Climate Change:

• consider the extremes more than the average

• models should take into account the land use change

- Broadened view of mountain Protected Areas

- Friendship, mutual esteem, professional links for future projects

- Bases for establishing a network of integrated expertises

- Importance of communication of information and results to politicians
and public at large

- Communication: Rationality vs. Non-Rationality, Science vs. “Seduction”
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Flexibility brings you further than rigidity...


